BREXIT. CUSTOMS. SIMPLE.

SGS e-Customs
Export Ireland

SGS e-Customs – Export Ireland
Brexit has considerably increased the demand for export, import and transit
declarations on the island of Ireland. SGS are successfully offering a complex
transit service including transit with guarantee, entries into GVMS and entries
into both the French and Irish ICS systems since January 1st 2021.
We have now expanded our customs services in Ireland by adding the ability
to submit export declarations to the Irish AEP system. SGS TransitNet is now
connected to the AEP system which allows SGS to submit export declarations
to the Irish customs acting as a direct representative on behalf of our clients.

Export
Since Brexit, export declarations have become a common requirement for Irish exporters into
the UK market. SGS offers a fast, efficient and cost effective export service which will ensure
that exporters can meet their export requirements to this and other important markets.

Export + Transit
TransitNet also offers our clients a unique service in combining the submission of an export
declaration plus a transit declaration for a discounted fee. Export + Transit is currently needed for
movements of goods from Ireland which finish in a third country, for example anywhere
outside the EU including Great Britain, Turkey, Switzerland, Serbia and Russia. Transit to Great
Britain can also be a great way to ensure that your goods are not delayed at the exit and entry
ports of Ireland and Great Britain and that the truck can freely move through the ports closer to
the actual destination of the goods.

Pricing:
Export Ireland
Data entry by SGS:

39 Euro (includes 3 HS codes)

Additional HS code:

2 Euro

*Prices do not include VAT and are subject to change. Price valid as of June 1st 2021.

Export + Transit
Export fee minus 50% / transit fee as per standard transit fees (Contact SGS for full list of transit
fees)
Pricing example:
• Goods: Machinery
• Commercial value: 10,000 Euro
• SGS price for EX + T2: 77 Euro (data entry by SGS)

Import in the UK
SGS can also offer an import solution in the UK where SGS hold all of the necessary authorizations to perform an import procedure. Contact SGS to find out more about our import solution
in the UK.

For more information please
contact us at
transitnet.ireland@sgs.com
Phone: 091 480 940
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